HILLSIDE TERRACE
6th Street and 6th and Galena need
Bus Shelters also on the other side,
going North

Large play area for children,
Tracks for skating or bike riding,
Lots of grass and trees.

* Additional stop light near Hill and
  Bus Stop (for safety)

A Quiet Space — Reading
  gathering
  benches

* We need our area cleaned/free
  of moist and mold

  Pavilion is nice
  umbrellas for sun

Baskets on court
No public park/just private
walking trails

Great idea: Gardens
  Roof top + Ground Gardens

A Quiet Place
  to gather
  and socialize privately
  We need more softer seats in
  the highrise lobby

* A place to gather

ART IS IMPORTANT

Lobby — people gather

SB: Citizen Area:
So they come out
of their house

Playgrounds for the kids
Structured public play for kids
  areas for sports
  — basketball
  — soccer

Community Gatherings for possibly
  bingo, pot lucks, and
  small parties or to present awards.
  Boost morale
  Computer training, arts and crafts,
  Speed bumps, or to and to traffic
  calming tools.

6th St. Hill hides view of cars
  6th Galena and Bus Stop (unsafe)

Traffic is fast
  Roads are narrow

* We would like to have space
  other in the Hillside tower
  Call for food for our holidays

* If we could use an area for exercise,
  Fenced in basketball court
  authorized for Hillside only
  — volleyball court
  — tennis court

6th Street and 6th and Galena need
Bus Shelters also on the other side,
going North

Large play area for children,
Tracks for skating or bike riding,
Lots of grass and trees.

* Additional stop light near Hill and
  Bus Stop (for safety)
turkey dressing
break up bread
stick marg. - saute
celery + onion
fry pork sausage.
sage + poultry seed.
salt + pepper
raisins
water to moisten
put extra in greased casserole
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1 SAFE PLAY

WHAT WE HEARD:

- Nowhere for kids to safely play.
- No play equipment within Hillside.
- Kids play in the parking lots.
- Parents are afraid kids playing without supervision.
- Nowhere for parents to sit & supervise play.
- Bigger kids disrupt younger kids.
1 SAFE PLAY

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Areas dedicated to safe play.
- Most play areas for residents only.
- Hang outs for parents in play areas.
- Play areas smaller & distributed.
- Playgrounds highly visible for safety.
ENJOYABLE WAITING

WHAT WE HEARD:

- No bus shelters near Hillside.
- Waiting in rain affects job performance.
- Waiting in rain damages electric wheelchairs.
- No benches – waiting means standing.
- Snow banks prevent van & taxi pickup.
2 ENJOYABLE WAITING

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Bus shelters on each side of 6th St.
- Bollards to protect from traffic.
- Create van service / taxi shelters.
- Benches for seated waiting.
- Views down street to identify buses.
- Unique identification at waiting areas.
WHAT WE HEARD:

- No place to gather outside.
- No place to prepare food outside.
- Seating is limited (“moldy benches”).
- Outdoor space could attract “troublemakers”.
- No protection from rain, sun, and wind.
OUTDOOR GATHERING

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Dedicated space to gather outside.
- Shared grills allow for hot food.
- Seating placed at activity hubs.
- Provide shelter from sun & rain.
- Locate spaces along visible routes to discourage unwanted activity.
ROOFTOP SPACES

WHAT WE HEARD:

- No places outside to be “alone”.
- City views are great, but hard to get; depending on where your unit is.
- “Outsiders don’t have respect for the neighborhood”.
- Need “escape from the drama” in the neighborhood.
ROOFTOP SPACES

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:

- Quiet places on the roof.
- Rooftop space allows views out over the neighborhood.
- Access for residents only.
- Shelter from wind is important.
WHAT WE HEARD:

- Kids play in the parking lots because it’s paved.
- Concerns about attracting outsiders & adults.
5 OUTDOOR SPORTS

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Sports area needs controlled access.
- Locate along main street & visible routes to discourage unwanted activity.
- Hang out areas for parents.
WHAT WE HEARD:

- Residents walk through Hillside via “shortcuts”.
- Hillside is oriented towards cars & parking lots.
- Trash bins are placed next to sidewalks.
- Safety at night is a concern.
- Disabled residents limited to sidewalks (due to stairs).
- Residents would walk more, but there are no destinations to go to.
6 WALKING PATHS

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Designated “Shortcuts” through neighborhood.
- Safety at Pedestrian / Car crossings.
- Safety lighting throughout Hillside.
- Remove disability barriers on paths.
- Walking paths connect destinations.
SAFE CROSSING

WHAT WE HEARD:

- Traffic on 6th Street moves quickly.
- The 6th Street hill obscures pedestrians.
- Crossing at Vliet is dangerous.
- 6th Street is wide for wheelchairs to cross.
SAFE CROSSING

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Consider stoplight at Cherry & 6th St.
- Provide bump outs to reduce width.
- Create “landing pads” in the median.
- Provide curb ramps at corners.
- Create a protected bike lane.
- Enhance crosswalk visibility.
- Use trees and lighting as shields.
- Designate space for scooter & bike parking - keep sidewalk clear.
WHAT WE HEARD:

- Trash is over-run by pests (raccoons, rats, coyotes).
- Trash cans blow open / over in storms.
- Fiserv Forum guests throw litter on the ground.
- Not every resident neatly throws their trash out.
8

PROTECTED TRASH

POSSIBLE RESPONSE:

- Trash enclosed to keep animals out.
- Trash cans throughout Hillside for litter collection.
- Larger dumpsters to streamline collection.
BUILDING ENTRY

WHAT WE HEARD:

- Shared entrances create a "meet & greet" environment.
- Individual entrance is isolating (don’t talk to neighbors).
- Packages are stolen from doorsteps.
- Not every neighbor shares shoveling responsibility.
- Concern about outsiders getting into buildings.
POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Layers of security at entrances.
- Shared entrances for those who enjoy socializing.
- Secure package delivery.
- A “front porch” for residents.
- When possible, provide individual entrances & sidewalks.
10 INDOOR GATHERING

WHAT WE HEARD:

- Community rooms, computer labs, & kitchen are shared by too many groups. Often in use.
- Residential units are “too small to hold Thanksgiving”.
- Nowhere to “drop in” & spend time with neighbors.
POSSIBLE RESPONSE:
- Formal “reservation only” spaces are desired.
- Informal “drop in” spaces are wanted.
- Food prep a key part of one space in each building.
- Windows for light & safety.
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STAY INFORMED. STAY INVOLVED.

EMAIL: HillsideVision@hacm.org

TEXT: HillsideVision@hacm.org

PHONE: 1(414)-286-5850

WEBSITE: HillsideVision.hacm.org